Language of Light Dual Tones 49 – 96

The following are 48 Dual Tones of the Language of Light. Please refer to Chapter 3 of
Ascension Insights, Volume 1 for 48 Single Tones. Please see Chapter 4 of Ascension Insights,
Volume 1 on how you can use the Language of Light to facilitate ascension.

#1 Forgiveness

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#49 — UNCONDITIONAL FORGIVENESS
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #1 Forgiveness and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #49 UNCONDITIONAL
FORGIVENESS
Unconditional Forgiveness brings forth the essence of God/Goddess/All That Is in relation to being in a state of
allowance. This creation vibration is the ability to embrace all as one expanding into itself. As this vibration
becomes inherent in the energy pattern, all passes through without the need to cling or blend or manipulate; simply
allowed in its existence seeking to expand.

#4 Compassion

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#50 — UNCONDITIONAL COMPASSION
Nature: Completion
Glyphs #4 Compassion and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #50 UNCONDITIONAL
COMPASSION
Unconditional Compassion is a completion tone that unifies tones 40–49 into a singular vibration of unconditional
compassion. Unconditional Compassion is the aspect of God/Goddess/All That Is that provides a clearing or

opening for creation as the needs of all are sensed and can be provided for through the application of this vibration.
This vibration is wholeness in the ability to touch or work with the creation vibrations in expansion and completion
stemming from the unending desire to create, to expand, to evolve.

#6 Non-Conditional Love #48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#51 — OMNIPRESENT LOVE
Nature: Active
Glyphs #6 Non-Conditional Love and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #51
OMNIPRESENT LOVE
Omnipresent Love seeks to open expansion in new and different directions, combining itself with other creation
tones, pushing outward beyond the known. This tone expands the magnitude of other tones so that they become as
fire within their expression: clearing, purifying, transitioning and transmuting. Any expression combined with
Omnipresent Love has no stopping point of measure, only direction unimpeded.

#11 Jurisdiction

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#52 — OMNIPRESENT JURISDICTION
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #11 Jurisdiction and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #52 OMNIPRESENT
JURISDICTION
Omnipresent Jurisdiction is the tone of creation guidance that forms and contains an expression of its magnificence
in the blending of itself with other creation tones. Direction, agenda and dispensation for the implementation of the
divine plan are aspects of Omnipresent Jurisdiction. This tone orchestrates evolution by dispensing (as needed) the
molding or modulating vibrations that allow creation an ordered expansion.

#20 Stealth

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#53 — UNCONDITIONAL STEALTH
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #20 Stealth and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #53 UNCONDITIONAL
STEALTH
Unconditional Stealth is the strength and stamina behind any creation that allows for unity of purpose and direction
in all areas of union between creators. The tone is integrative, uniting all who choose to dance together in common
purpose in the act of creation. The act of creation is not determined by the size but by its magnitude of purpose.
Magnitude of purpose in unity consciousness is determined by the vibration of honor. Honor underlies stealth in
relation to all aspects of the act of creation.

#29 Integrity

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#54 — UNCONDITIONAL INTEGRITY
Nature: Active
Glyphs #29 Integrity and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #54 UNCONDITIONAL
INTEGRITY
Unconditional Integrity is the vibration and tone that actively causes the vibration of integrity to be integrated into
all acts of creation. In integrity, honor is reflected in all relations within a given creation. Therefore, integrity is a
necessary ingredient to sustain honor in any act of creation. Integrity brings forth honest communication in all
interactions. Honesty is necessary for a creation to sustain honor, for honesty allows all aspects of expression to be
seen with nothing veiled or hidden. As all aspects of a creation are seen, then all aspects can effortlessly be brought
into alignment for the purpose of evolution.

#3 Power

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#55 — UNCONDITIONAL LIFE FORCE
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #3 Power and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #55 UNCONDITIONAL LIFE
FORCE
Unconditional Life Force is the vibration or tone that fuels all aspects of creation which are viewed as equal and
therefore worthy of as much creative force necessary to sustain and allow for the evolution and continued expansion
or ascension of all life forms. The tone of Unconditional Life Force will draw the necessary chi into one’s creation
to sustain it, the additional chi necessary to evolve it, or supply the necessary fuel to bring a new creation into
manifestation.

#16 Magnitude

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#56 — UNCONDITIONAL MAGNITUDE
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #16 Magnitude and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #56 UNCONDITIONAL
MAGNITUDE
Unconditional Magnitude is the tone that allows for stealth, integrity and life force to be united to bring forth the
magnitude of a creation. Magnitude is synonymous with the word magnificence. Magnificence is experienced as all
aspects of any creation are brought into absolute alignment with the divine plan of All That Is and the evolutionary
pathway of ascension. Magnitude unites all aspects of any creation with the common purpose of evolution.

#8 Divine Union #15 Prosperity

#57 — BOUNTY
Nature: Active
Glyphs #8 Divine Union and #15 Prosperity unite to become #57 BOUNTY
Bounty is the abundance that occurs as unconditional magnitude is present within any creation. Bounty comes from
all aspects of a creation receiving adequate care, nurturing, attention, love and chi. As all aspects of a creation
receive adequate care, all aspects can evolve and ultimately ascend. Bounty ensures that all necessary nutrients are
available for the evolution of the segments of a creation, thus also ensuring the overall evolution of the creation at
large.

#31 Honor

#42 Communication

#58 — SERVICE
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #31 Honor and #42 Communication unite to become #58 SERVICE
Service is the understanding that all aspects of a creation are in service to the overall purpose of a creation. Each part

contributes its gifts and talents to the greater good of the whole. Each contribution is unique and fulfills a particular
aspect of creation. Service implies that each aspect gives fully of itself for the greater benefit of the whole, without
limitation and without measure. As each segment contributes in an unlimited manner, the maintenance and evolution
of the whole of any creation is assured.

#4 Compassion

#38 Communion

#59 — UNCONDITIONAL UNION
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #4 Compassion and #38 Communion unite to become #59 UNCONDITIONAL UNION
Unconditional Union is the tone that sustains union between the creator and the creation in a constant dance and
exchange of energy. As the creator dances with the creation, unconditional union amplifies the chi, thus sustaining
the creation and fueling it for further evolution and ascension. Unconditional Union allows for constant
communication between the creator and creation, thus allowing for the experience of the creator directing the
creation through each step of evolution.

#9 Unity Consciousness #40 Community

#60 — UNCONDITIONAL COMMUNITY
Nature: Completion
Glyphs #9 Unity Consciousness and #40 Community unite to become #60 UNCONDITIONAL
COMMUNITY
Unconditional Community is a completion tone which allows tones 50–59 to become unified into the single tone of
Unconditional Community. Unconditional Community allows for multiple creations to stand side by side in a state
of unconditional union together. Unconditional Community allows for multiple creators and creations to dance
under the umbrella of a common purpose in order to evolve or ascend together.

#5 Breath of Life #34 Passion

#61 — FORTITUDE
Nature: Active
Glyphs #5 Breath of Life and #34 Passion unite to become #61 FORTITUDE
Fortitude is the tone that amplifies truth, unity and perseverance in a manner so that the chi behind one’s
manifestation or creation is enhanced. Creation requires energy to sustain it and a boost of chi or energy to create the
momentum necessary to evolve and ascend. It is through the tone of Fortitude that the momentum for evolution and
ascension is sustained both within the individual and the group by continually amplifying the energy behind the
creation.

#4 Compassion

#25 Truth

#62 — UNITY-BASED TRUTH
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #4 Compassion and #25 Truth unite to become #62 UNITY-BASED TRUTH
Unity-Based Truth defines and sets boundaries on the truth in any given creation. Truth can be likened to a segment
of vibrations that brings forth a particular experience in a creation. In Unity-Based Truth, only those vibrations of
truth that are inherently resonant with one another are allowed. Unity is the result of resonance, common purpose
and design. The Unity-Based Truth tone brings forth resonance, common purpose and design within any creation.

#5 Breath of Life #25 Truth

#63 — EVOLUTION
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #5 Breath of Life and #25 Truth unite to become #63 EVOLUTION
Evolution is the tone that pushes the individual or group forward on the path and journey towards ascension. The
tone of Evolution will cause outworn ways of being to be cast off, allowing for the next segment of information in
the process of ascension to be brought forth. Within the group, the tone of Evolution will sometimes cause those
who are holding back the next phase of ascension to be cast off, thus allowing the group to rise again in vibration as
a whole.

#32 Dream

#3 Power

#64 REGION OF DOMAIN
Nature: Active
Glyphs #32 Dream and #3 Power unite to become #64 REGION OF DOMAIN
Domain or Region of Dominion is the tone that contains a creation based on the principles of fortitude, unity-based
truth and evolution. In the process of evolution, creations are continually molded to bring forth the next upward leap
in vibration. This molding brings forth each changing phase of energetic dynamics in both the individual and in a
group. These energetic changes create a domain in which each member of the group or soul in an embodiment is
contained.

#22 Internal

#7 Freedom

#65 — BEINGNESS or I AM THAT I AM
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #22 Internal and #7 Freedom unite to become #65 BEINGNESS or I AM THAT I AM
I Am That I Am is the tone that allows each part of a given creation along with the creation at large to be as it is in
the moment. It is through the process of allowance that surrender is accomplished. Surrender is the act of
relinquishing one’s ego-based desires unto the greater purpose of soul. Deeper and deeper states of surrender occur a
little at a time in the evolutionary process of either an individual or a group. The deeper the commitment and
surrender to soul, the deeper one moves into a state of total allowance or acceptance of All That Is.

#23 External

#2 Structure

#66 — UNITY-BASED RELATIONS
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #23 External and #2 Structure unite to become #66 UNITY-BASED RELATIONS
Unity-Based Relations is the tone that brings forth allowance between individuals or between groups. As each
individual or group allows all other individuals or groups their particular dance, expression and experience, unity is
sustained within the relations therein. Unity within a group requires each member to embody the tone I Am That I

Am so that total acceptance of one another is sustained. It is only in total acceptance and allowance of all
experiences of another that unity relations within a group are mastered.

#18 Function

#17 Intuition

#67 — JOURNEY
Nature: Active
Glyphs #18 Function and #17 Intuition unite to become #67 JOURNEY
Journey is the particular truth that any individual or group has chosen to explore in the experience of evolution.
Much like spokes on the wheel, each truth can be likened to an individual spoke. It requires all spokes to make up
the entire wheel, and each unique expression of truth is necessary to sustain the whole of any creation. Each truth
creates a unique experience in the process of evolution or ascension that contributes to the overall journey of the
group. Each group creates a unique experience in the process of evolution or ascension that contributes to the overall
journey of all groups.

#2 Structure

#25 Truth

#68 — MAP or PATHWAY FOR EVOLUTION
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #2 Structure and #25 Truth unite to become #68 MAP or PATHWAY FOR EVOLUTION
Map or Pathway For Evolution is the tone that continuously aligns one’s journey to one’s particular truth. There are
many potential paths one can take upon any given day. Not all paths are in alignment with one’s truth. Invoking the
tone of Map will align each step of one’s journey to the particular truth they are on Earth to experience. Invoking the
Map tone within a group aligns the entire group to the unique set of Truths the group has chosen to experience.

#35 Creativity

#19 Perseverance

#69 — ENLIGHTENMENT
Nature: Integrative

Glyphs #35 Creativity and #19 Perseverance unite to become #69 ENLIGHTENMENT
Enlightenment is the tone that brings forth a continuous “lightening up” or rise upward in vibration either in the
individual or within a group. Enlightenment invokes a releasing of any and all vibrations that are the most dense
within the truth the individual or group embodies. This release can be likened to shedding a winter coat as the
warmer weather of spring approaches. As each segment of the most dense vibrations are released, the natural
outcome is a rise in vibration or ascension.

#24 Oneness

#25 Truth

#70 — ASCENSION
Nature: Completion
Glyphs #24 Oneness and #25 Truth unite to become #70 ASCENSION
Ascension is the completion tone that combines tones 61–70 into the single tone known as Ascension. The tone of
Ascension stabilizes either the individual or group into the domain of the next higher vibration accomplished. It is in
the moment of completion of each segment of initiations, whether they be of the individual or the group, that one is
in-between the in-breath and out-breath of any creation. It is in this moment when one stabilizes before moving forth
into the next steps in one’s evolution.

#28 Purpose

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#71 - UNCONDITIONAL PURPOSE
Nature: Active
Glyphs #28 Purpose and #48 God Goddess/All That Is unite to become #71 UNCONDITIONAL PURPOSE
Unconditional Purpose is the alignment of one’s personal purpose with the greater good of the whole and the divine
plan of All That Is. Alignment narrows the possibilities for one’s life experience to ensure that one’s soul’s purpose
is fulfilled upon, and one’s path of ascension is also fulfilled upon.

#25 Truth

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#72 - UNCONDITIONAL TRUTH
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #25 Truth and #48 God Goddess All That Is unite to become #72 UNCONDITIONAL TRUTH
Unconditional Truth is the alignment of one’s truth with the greater truth of All That Is. In such a state of alignment,
one’s truth resonates with all other truth within the divine dance of creation. Unconditional truth also allows all other
expressions of truth within the divine dance in the greater understanding that all expressions are necessary to the
whole of creation.

#10 Non-Conditional Governance

#29 Integrity

#73 – UNCONDITIONAL SERVICE
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #10 Non-Conditional Governance and #29 Integrity unite to become #73 UNCONDITIONAL
SERVICE
Unconditional Service is service that acts out of the divine plan of All That Is and the greater good of the whole of
the purpose of creation. Unconditional Service understands that one’s existence is in service to the whole, and
therefore all acts must serve the whole in some manner. Unconditional Service also sustains the responsibility that
each part of a creation has to sustaining the whole to ensure a smooth running creation.

#12 Hope

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#74 - UNCONDITIONAL HOPE
Nature: Active
Glyphs #12 Hope and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #74 UNCONDITIONAL HOPE
Unconditional Hope is the vibration that ensures an ongoing expansion or ascension of one’s field. The vibration of
unconditional hope pushes outward into new areas of creation previously unexplored. Unconditional Hope has one
continually move forth within one’s evolutionary process, continually expanding into new horizons previously
unknown.

#5 Breath of Life

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#75 - UNCONDITIONAL DANCE OF LIFE
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #5 Breath of Life and #48 God Goddess All That Is unite to become #75 UNCONDITIONAL DANCE
OF LIFE
Unconditional Dance of Life is the vibration that creates an exchange of energies between parties within any given
creation. Such an exchange of energies result in an ongoing giving and receiving that enhances the energies
available to all. The Dance of Life amplifies chi within the act of giving and receiving.

#35 Creativity

#16 Magnitude

#76 - UNLIMITED SELF EXPRESSION
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #35 Creativity and #16 Magnitude unite to become #76 UNLIMITED SELF EXPRESSION
Unlimited Self Expression is the vibration that allows for truth to be expressed within the dance of life. Each truth is
unique, and has a unique expression as manifested within a creation. Each expression is allowed in full in the greater
understanding that it serves the greater good of the whole. Each expression sustains a particularly area of service
work necessary to the smooth running of the creation.

#8 Divine Union

#38 Communion

#77 - UNLIMITED JOY
Nature: Active
Glyphs #8 Divine Union and #38 Communion unite to become #77 UNLIMITED JOY
Unlimited Joy is the tone that underlies the dance of life and unlimited self-expression. As the dance of giving and
receiving is acted out of joy, the fields of all concerned expand in the exchange. As all self-expression within the
dance of life is sustained in joy, harmony, unity and oneness within the creation become possible.

#3 Power

#16 Magnitude

#78 - UNLIMITED EXPANSION
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #3 Power and #16 Magnitude unite to become #78 UNLIMITED EXPANSION

Unlimited Expansion is the tone that follows the experience of unlimited joy. As all exchanges within the dance of
life are based upon joy, Unlimited Expansion or ascension occurs. Expansion and ascension are related, but not the
same. Expansion brings forth the steps that lead to ascension. Expansion causes one to push their field into areas that
one’s field had previously not extended into, triggering the necessary lessons that result in ascension.

#45 Underwater Worlds

#46 Land Based Worlds

#79 - UNITY OF ALL SPECIES
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #45 Underwater Worlds and #46 Land Based Worlds unite to become #79 UNITY OF ALL SPECIES
Unity of All Species occurs as all species embody unlimited expansion, unlimited joy, and unlimited self-expression
within the dance of life. As this occurs, all species are allowed their unique truth and dance upon all planes of reality
within a creation. As all species are allowed their truth, all species are also accepted and honored for their unique
gift or contribution in service to the whole.

#9 Unity Consciousness

#10 Non-Conditional Governance

#80 - COMMUNION OF ALL SPECIES
Nature: Completion
Glyphs #9 Unity Consciousness and #10 Non-Conditional Governance unite to become #80 COMMUNION
OF ALL SPECIES
Communion of All Species is a completion tone and therefore holds a combination of all tones 71 through 80 within
it. Communion of All Species is the tone that allows all species to live in an ongoing state of communion with one
another. When all exist in joy and expansion, communion follows. Communion is a state in which each species is
united with the other in an ongoing dance of giving and receiving of energies. The ongoing dance creates the
experience of unity, oneness, and belonging within each component of the whole.

#28 Purpose

#27 Fluidity

81 - FRUITION

Nature: Active
Glyphs # 28 Purpose and #27 Fluidity unite to become #81 FRUITION
Fruition is the tone that accelerates manifestation as it interrelates and combines with the totality of the description
sent to the sun and returns as the creational hologram. Each modulation of fruition contains differing components or
shimmers to combine with different aspects of a description. In embodying all fruition modulations, a more
complete definition can be sent to the sun, resulting in a manifestation more in alignment with one’s thought.

#1 Forgiveness

#10 Non-Conditional Governance

82 - BOUNDARIES
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #1 Forgiveness and #10 Non-Conditional Governance unite to become #82 BOUNDARIES
Boundaries is a synthesis which allows the encompassing of a space without defining the space, thereby remaining
fluid as well as contained. Boundaries, like any passive tone, provide the backdrop or underlying space holding that
allows manifestation or creation to occur in a localized way. Boundaries allow the presence of connected thought
without shunning other thought. Boundaries simply does not hold the space for non-connected thought.

#32 Dream

#40 Community

83 - ALIGNMENT
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #32 Dream and #40 Community unite to become #83 ALIGNMENT
Alignment allows direction and purpose a presence in any creation. Therefore guidance for any manifestation
infused with alignment becomes animate and creative, allowing for expansion, change, and evolution. Any creation
without movement is dying. Any creation without purpose is without consciousness and functions solely in selfinterest in a mechanical way.

#26 Action

84. DIRECT

#42 Communication

Nature: Active
Glyphs #26 Action and #42 Communication unite to become #84 DIRECT
Direct is purposeful as vision made manifest through action in a direction. Direct provides motion and power to
empower a creational act into manifestation and sustain the manifestation in a state of evolution. Any creation
requires a constant infusion of Direct to maintain action or motion in a direction and in alignment with a vision or
thought. As each modulation of Direct is embodied, the ability to more finely tune a creation into alignment with the
creational thought becomes possible.

#43 Unseen Worlds

#44 Unspoken Worlds

85 - CREATION
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #43 Unseen Worlds and #44 Unspoken Worlds unite to become #85 CREATION
Creation provides the milieu for the projection of thought to manifest as a distinct form, formation, or formulation in
relation to all other possible thoughts. Creation contains the possibility for expression of all possible thought even in
relation to each thought. Creation connects thought whose purpose or consciousness requires the interconnection for
the evolution of all thought and in the connection creates that which may have never before existed.

#44 Unspoken Worlds

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

86 - UNIVERSE
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #44 Unspoken Worlds and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #86 UNIVERSE
Universe blends the possible combinations into singular wholes of the possible combinations into singular wholes of
the possible combinations into singular whole. Universe integrates thought into broader levels of creation utilizing
the consciousness of thought and the desire to evolve to create a conscious desire whose fulfillment exists in
consciously expanding into the greater wholeness of self.

#39 Dance of Life #43 Unseen Worlds

87 - PRODUCTION
Nature: Active
Glyphs #39 Dance of Life and #43 Unseen Worlds unite to become #87 PRODUCTION
Production animates and individualizes possibility through flow or movement in a direction as the stream brings life
and definition to that which it touches. The invoking or applying of Production in the creative act provides for a
more complex creation whose existence allows for the existence of other creations. The interrelation allows for one
creation to be at least partially defined in relation to another creation. The accumulated interrelated group then takes
on an existence and evolution all of its own.

#40 Community

#47 Human Species

88 - CAST OF CHARACTERS
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #40 Community and #47 Human Species unite to become #88 CAST OF CHARACTERS
Cast of Characters allows for the blending of individualized possibility; underlying, anchoring, and providing for the
creational learning experience possibilities. Cast of Characters provides the interconnection whereby large creational
possibilities can be rooted or characterized by small interrelations of which the whole is much greater than the
summation of the individualized pieces and parts. Cast of Characters allows for expanded possibility. The actual
expansion is a function of the conscious desire of components to evolve.

#46 Land Based Worlds

#47 Human Species

89 - CIVILIZATION
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #46 Land Based Worlds and #47 Human Species unite to become #89 CIVILIZATION
Civilization organizes components of thought into a distinct experiential blending or creation, which fulfills upon
the fullness of possibility inherent in the components. The integrative or organizational nature of this tone when
applied to the components of a creation imbues the creation with a consciousness in collaboration with each of the
components, which is simultaneously contributed to and enhanced by each of the component consciousness. This
type of consciousness can only be whole while a balanced giving and receiving is expressed by each component.
Anything less and the whole begins to fracture.

#24 Oneness

#43 Unseen Worlds

90 - ONE WORLD
Nature: Completion
Glyphs #24 Oneness and #43 Unseen Worlds unite to become #90 ONE WORLD
One World, as a completion tone, combines or manages the previous group of tones into a cohesive unit providing
for wholeness in this aspect of the creative process. Creations that embody all the modulations of One World have a
subtlety in their organization, which allows for expansion in harmony with each component. This is so as One
World maintains the creational balance in relationship with each creational unit.

#23 External

#44 Unspoken Worlds

91 - OTHER WORLDS
Nature: Active
Glyphs #23 External and #44 Unspoken Worlds unite to become #91 OTHER WORLDS
Other Worlds represents and expands the fullness of experiential possibility in providing multiple layers of
expression to take thought forms to completion. Other World may be thought of as the evolutionary push that desires
full expansion of any thought into all possible combinations with other thoughts. As such Other Worlds seeks to
combine and recombine in its evolutionary fervor, always allowing the whole to understand the accumulated sense
of self.

#24 Oneness

#44 Unspoken Worlds

92 - ONE UNIVERSE
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #24 Oneness and #44 Unspoken Worlds unite to become #92 ONE UNIVERSE
One Universe provides the energetic interconnection to interweave layers of expression into an integrated whole
allowing the multiplicity of expression in the multitude of form. As Other Worlds provides the desire to expand in a
direction, One Universe provides the ability to connect and allow such an expansion. One Universe in the fullness of
expression provides for all possible movement within the constraint to the original animating thought form.

#23 External

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

93 - OTHER UNIVERSES
Nature: Integrative
Glyphs #23 External and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #93 OTHER UNIVERSES
Other Universes creates an expanding wholeness for the continued movement of expression much as a moving,
faceted, mirrored ball allows the display of many angles of reflected light. Other Universes creates expansion
viewing itself from the inside and acknowledges growth and evolution viewing itself from the outside. As the
expansion moves towards completion, the facets lose their definition back into the whole.

#24 Oneness

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

94 - ALL THAT IS
Nature: Active
Glyphs #24 Oneness and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #94 ALL THAT IS
All That Is expands in all directions in all possible ways within the possibility of the original thought creation. The
integration of this tone provides the push towards completion for any thought. The push for completion may well
create a multiplicity of creations each exploring multiple combinations of possibility for the originating thought
form.

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

#48 God/Goddess/All That Is

95 - INFINITE
Nature: Passive
Glyphs #48 God/Goddess and #48 God/Goddess/All That Is unite to become #95 INFINITE
Infinite allows the combination of possibility to create that which would not otherwise be. This form of linking
brings forth the unknown. This expression of God Goddess uses the fullness of the thought of God Goddess to create
the internal combinations that are only possible after the other possibilities have come to completion and yet a lack

of wholeness is experienced. The links to bring forth the unknown require balance. Anything less will cause a spin
into distortion.

#48 God/Goddess #16 Magnitude

#48 God/Goddess

96 - INFINITE MAGNITUDE
Nature: Major Completion
Glyphs #48 God/Goddess, #48 God/Goddess, and #16 Magnitude unite to become INFINITE
MAGNITUDE
Infinite Magnitude, as a major completion tone, combines that which came before to orchestrate creation as an
ongoing expansive endeavor of creational possibility made manifest. This level of creation brings forth ongoing
evolution even while uncovering the unknown as balance within the expansion has been learned and is maintained in
each forward moving combination of thought, in each combination into the unknown.

